The Hungry Snake
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I’m so hungry!

The snake is very hungry so he goes looking for food.

I like chocolate. Yummy!

He finds some chocolate and eats it all up. Do you like chocolate?
I like pizza. Yummy!

The snake is still hungry so he finds some pizza and eats it all up. Do you like pizza?

I like strawberries. Yummy!

The pizza and the chocolate weren't enough. The snake is still hungry! He finds some strawberries and eats them all up. Do you like strawberries?
I like ice cream. Yummy!

The pizza, chocolate and strawberries weren’t enough. The snake is still hungry! He finds some ice cream and eats it all up.

Do you like ice cream?

I like rice. Yummy!

The pizza, chocolate, strawberries and ice cream weren’t enough. The snake is still hungry! He finds some rice and eats it all up.

Do you like rice?
I like pasta. Yummy!

The pizza, chocolate, strawberries, ice cream and rice weren’t enough. The snake is still hungry! He finds some pasta and eats it all up. Do you like pasta?

But I don’t like cheese! Yuk!

The pizza, chocolate, strawberries, ice cream, rice and pasta weren’t enough. The snake is still hungry! He finds some cheese but he doesn’t like cheese. Do you like cheese?
I don’t feel well.

The snake doesn’t feel well. He has eaten too much so he goes to bed. Can you remember what he has eaten? Pizza, chocolate, strawberries, ice cream, rice and pasta. Can you eat as much as the snake?